Chris Christoforou
Vice President, Operational Quality at St. Jude
Medical
“Steve helped me land a great job over 15 years ago. To
this day, we still talk regularly. It's my favorite aspect of
working with Steve. He forges relationships and he cares
about how every aspect of your life is progressing. I
consider him a colleague and confidant. He knows his
industry, is ethical, honest and a great person to work
with.”
Cari Kline
Director of Human Resources at Grundfos
“Steve was the primary recruiter I used when I worked at
Zimmer. His ability to source and support Global
Marketing professionals throughout the process was
invaluable to our business. Steve has a broad
background that enables him to tap into various
industries and connections and provide top-notch talent
to an organization.”
Jon H. Hoem
Founder at Cardiac Impact GmbH
“I know Steve from my years in Medi-Stim USA where
Steve worked as one of the best medical device sales
representatives in Medtronic Cardiac Surgery
Technologies. Steve is very professional and has a wide
medical device network. I highly appreciate Steve as a

person and he is doing an excellent job in hiring highly
qualified medical device professionals.”

Curt Hafner
Sr. VP of Administration Advanced Bionics
Corporation
“Steve Denson is a highly competent Sr.
Recruiter/Partner at the Denson Group. He played an
integral part of our efforts at Advanced Bionics to
recruiter the Senior Leadership of Marketing and R&D for
our implantable line of products. I would highly
recommend Steve for any of your recruiting needs.”
Rob Hall
Director of Human Resources and RecruitingAdvanced Bionics
“The Denson Group has been wonderful to work with. For
Advanced Bionics we have only a few jobs that are open
to outside recruiters and when we have involved Steve
we always have solid results.”

David Blight
Staff Eng, Medical Device Designer
“Steve has been an excellent asset through out my
career. I have worked with Steve on several occasions
and I would recommend him for any project.”

Yvan Sandoz
Sales Director Switzerland at Symbios Orthopédie
SA
“I used to have regular contact with Steve during my time
in the US. It was always pleasant to speak with Steve
about new opportunities. His knowledge of the business
and his interpretation of my potential was always a great
source of motivation. I recommend anyone to look closely
at an opportunity proposed from Steve.”

Terry Gaughan
Vice President Sales Western Division, AtriCure
"Steve is the ultimate professional who takes great care
to listen to real needs, and works diligently to address
those needs. Steve brought significant value to our
working relationship."

